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tion, too, has promise4 and combined with energetic antibiotic
treatment this may make some inroad into the unacceptedly
high mortality associated with pseudomonas septicaemia.
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Infected hip prostheses
Even a low complication rate may present considerable
problems if the operation concerned is very popular. For
some time surgeons have been increasingly aware of the
difficulties caused by deep infection complicating prosthetic
replacement of the hip. Two features of these infections
prevent their resolution by the usual process, in which the
infection becomes localised into an abscess, the pus is drained,
and the cavity and the infection are obliterated. Firstly, in the
aftermath of replacement surgery to the hip there is a foreign
body in the cavity, and secondly, in bone the walls of the
abscess are rigid, so that simple incision is no longer enough.
Nor can antimicrobial drugs alone overcome the infection.
The conventional approach has been based on the assumption
that sacrifice of the artificial joint and guttering of the bone
were unavoidable. Experience is now showing how skilled
deployment of antibiotics in combination with careful surgical
removal of all infected tissue can permit a less pessimistic view.

In a few patients who suffer deep infection the trouble
becomes apparent soon after the operation, when energetic
evacuation of the infected haematoma and closure of the
wound over a suction-irrigation system with specific anti-
microbial treatment may succeed.' Even a little later, so long
as the infection has not tracked between the bone and the
cement and the prosthesis has not actually loosened, removing
the implant may still be avoided. The infected soft tissues
need to be excised with appropriate antibiotic cover and
again the wound should be closed with suction drainage to
obliterate all the dead space. A persistent discharge from the
wound after replacement of the hip does not always indicate a
deep infection, for happily such a sinus will sometimes be
found to extend only to the subcutaneous tissues or great
trochanter and will be amenable to simple and superficial
surgery.
Most often, however, deep infection presents months or

years after operation, when the persistence or return of pain
is accompanied by radiological evidence of loosening of the
prosthesis. Confirmation of infection by direct culture of an
aspirate or tissue from the joint is not always easy. Supporting
evidence may have to be sought from blood counts, the
sedimentation rate, and technetium or gallium scans.2
Occasionally a patient can or must tolerate the pain and
disability from a deep infection, though perhaps subdued by
continuous antibiotic treatment; but delay causes increasing
bone des Iruction and greater difficulty in surgical salvage later.
The standard treatment for established deep infection has

been to remove the prosthesis and cement with trimming of
the bone to leave a relatively smooth-faced false joint-much
the same procedure as the one that was devised by Girdlestone
to manage chronic sepsis in the hip.3 The operation leaves a
mobile hip, convenient for sitting, and provides good, and
sometimes complete, relief of pain. But the leg is seriously
shortened, and the patient has a severe limp and needs walking
sticks or other aids. Convalescence is slow, and the infection
is not always entirely overcome. The result may be welcome
after months of suffering from an infected implant, but the
disability may be little better than before the original
arthroplasty.4 Occasional success has resulted from excising
all foreign and infected material with the immediate insertion
of a new prosthesis under massive antibiotic cover given
systemically.5 Alternatively, better control of the infection
may be secured by a temporary Girdlestone procedure
followed some months or a year later by inserting a new
prosthesis.6 Such a delayed operation may present considerable
technical difficulties and some loss of length of the leg is
almost inevitable.

Against that background surgeons have shown a lot of
natural interest in the increasing number of reports of the use
in these patients ofantibiotic-loaded acrylic cement (ALAC),7-9
originally introduced as an additional prophylactic measure
in primary hip surgery. The antibiotic is added to the cement
powder before mixing and slowly diffuses out after setting.
In vitro, bactericidal concentrations can be eluted for up to
21 days,'0 but in the patient clinically useful amounts of
antibiotic are said to seep out for several years.7 The antibiotic
most studied has been gentamicin, though many others are
suitable, and the relatively coarse-grained cement Palacos-R
seems to release the drug most readily. Probably the antibiotic
is so effective because it is in highest concentration at the
most useful spot: the interface between the bone and the
cement. Antibiotics given systemically have relatively poor
access to this zone, for the local circulation in the bone is
temporarily stopped by the disturbance of surgery.
The new technique requires all infected tissue to be

ruthlessly excised along with the existing prosthesis and all
the cement. The new prosthesis is then implanted with the
use of antibiotic-loaded acrylic cement. Additional systemic
chemotherapy does not seem to add much advantage.8
Healing free of infection and pain has been claimed in over
two-thirds of patients so treated, and if the failures are
prepared to accept yet another repeat operation the final
success rate goes up to 80 or 900g. Infection with Gram-
negative organisms has proved more difficult to control than
that with staphylococci, streptococci, or anaerobes. Full
bacteriological diagnosis is important, and antibiotics must
be withheld before operation until adequate specimens have
been obtained. In practice the theoretical hazards of an
allergic response after irretrievably implanting a large dose
of antibiotic has so far not proved a problem. The technique
is certainly worth trying so long as bone destruction has not
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gone too far; it offers much hope to invalids hitherto regarded
as surgical failures.
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Brachial plexus injuries in
motorcyclists
Unless there is a dramatic change in epidemiological trends,
over 1000 persons, mainly young men, will die this year from
injuries sustained in motorcycle and moped accidents.' The
number of these accidents is rising steadily,2 though two-
wheelers account for only 900 of all registered motor
vehicles. That deaths have not increased at the same rate as
accidents is partly attributable to improvements in the manage-
ment of seriously injured patients in intensive care units and
partly to the resuscitative measures carried out both by mobile
medical teams and in accident and emergency departments. A
third important factor has been the almost total compliance
with the law on crash helmets.
One of the serious injuries sustained by the injured motor-

cyclist is a damaged brachial plexus: relatively uncommon but
seemingly on the increase,' with an incidence of about one per
1000 of severely injured but surviving motorcyclists. When
there are multiple injuries the plexus injury may not be
immediately obvious, and when diagnosed its extent may be
uncertain and its management and prognosis fraught with
difficulties. Though three-quarters of the patients in one
series3 had sustained their brachial plexus injuries as the
result of motorcycle accidents the mechanism has not been
clearly defined. That the injury should occur in motorcyclists
rather than in any other group of road traffic users is almost
certainly due to the combination of speed, the ease with which
the rider can be separated from his bike, and the cyclist's
attempts to maintain continuity with it by gripping the
handlebars.
When a motorcyclist travelling at speed hits a stationary

object, the bike undergoes rapid deceleration while the rider
tends to continue on at the same speed. In attempting to
maintain contact with the handlebars he will sustain violent
traction forces to the arm, shoulder, and neck. If, on the other
hand, the accident does not cause him to decelerate violently
but throws him off, again as the motorbike continues forward
the rider will attempt to hold on to the handlebars and so will

sustain violent abduction, extension, and traction to the arms.
The first type of accident predisposes to severe damage and
possibly complete avulsion of the upper roots of the brachial
plexus, whereas the latter damages the lower nerve roots.
Moreover, potentially either of these lesions can avulse all the
roots of the plexus. Cases have also been described in which
the damage to the plexus almost certainly occurred at impact,4
with the shoulder on the affected side hitting the ground hard
and the neck flexed laterally away from the side of the injury.
All three factors may operate, but the very nature and circum-
stances of motorcycle accidents are such that the mechanisms
of injury cannot be determined with any accuracy.
Once damage to the brachial plexus has been diagnosed,

then early tests to establish its nature and extent are impera-
tive, such as Tinel's sign5 (percussion of the nerve trunk
producing a tingling sensation when the nerve is damaged).
The combination of clinical tests with electromyography,
measurements of sensory action potentials, and myelography
may give an accurate diagnosis of the level of the lesions and
may be used to assess recovery or confirm the existence of an
irreparable preganglionic lesion.
Now that operating microscopes and microsurgical tech-

niques have come into routine use, should more of these
patients be submitted to early exploration and nerve repair at
an early rather than a late stage ?5 6 Such adventurous surgery
has to be assessed in comparison with the well-tried procedures
for restoring maximum use and function to the arm: arthro-
desis of the shoulder joint, the Steindler operation of transfer
of the common flexor origin, and tendon transfer at the level of
the fingers have all stood the test of time. When the injury to
the brachial plexus is severe enough to cause preganglionic
avulsion of all roots and a flail insensitive limb the best long-
term results will come from amputation through the mid
humerus, arthrodesis ofthe shoulder, and a prosthesis.

Measures to prevent this particularly severe form of injury
are linked with preventing motorcycle accidents in general.
High on the list of such measures must be included compulsory
formal instruction to the motorcyclist when he acquires his
first provisional licence. Widespread publicity should also be
given to these youngsters on the importance of conspicuous
clothing and of wearing clothing that offers some protection
in an accident. Adequate leather boots, jackets, and gatintlets
are remarkably effective in protecting against injury-as many
accident departments would confirm. The use of motorbike
headlights in daylight is another valuable safety measure.
How far improvement in the design of motorbikes can con-
tribute to the lessening of injuries is the subject of much
current research.7 Given that the motorcyclist is usually
injured when he has left his bike after impact, the work of the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory is of great interest8;
it has a design for a motorcycle chest pad to act as a fixed
restraint system and thus reduce forward speed after impact.
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